10/20/2016 - Software Architecture Meeting Minutes
Attending: Beard, Bijur, Geng, Hoover, Jantz, Marker, Mills(recorder), Triggs, Yu
Agenda

1) Announcements - all
2) 8.2 Testing/Fixes - all
3) Kopp Data - Beard & Jantz - document attached
4) School Name Change - Marker, et. al.
School of Health Related Professions has changed its name to School of Health Professions. How do we handle
this changes at many levels; old dissertations, new dissertations, collection name in WMS and dlr/EDIT etc.
5) Isilon storage array software upgrade/maintenance - Ananthan, Bijur, Hoover
6) Jobs & Reports - Triggs
Announcements
1)
2)
3)
4)

OOI/DOI project has begun again.
VDC grant is starting up.
ROA project development sprint will begin shortly
Roman coins imaging is starting up again. With the assistance of another grant, which is being applied for, the
collection may be completed by April 2017.
5) Jazz oral history project is starting up. Audio will be streaming only with restricted access to transcripts. PDF
versions of the transcripts will be offered to registered and vetted individuals.
8.2 Testing/Fixes
LDAP attribute update is working as expected so far. Testing continues; with bug fixes starting again next week. After
that a final round of testing before packaging for the staging environment.
Kopp Data
Jantz and Beard presented a possible solution of the large Kopp Data project. They proposed a further breakdown of the
Kopp dataset into packages of roughly 1,300 files amounting to 250GB. This breakdown still follows the natural
organization of the Kopp data. Beard and Jantz will perform a test on the test environment to see if this is feasible using
8.2 code.
School Name Change
Marker outlined they would like the public search display to only display the current/new school name, but still return
submissions that have the old school name when the collection is selected from the option list. It was suggested only an
edit of the collection label/name in dlr/EDIT is needed to accomplish this. Also, in WMS the collection name needs
changing. To do that the current collection object needs to be edited. However, doing this will keep the WMS status
flag for that collection object at “OK.” Yu will provide a SQL script in 8.2 to change the status back to “Ingested.”
Isilon Storage Array Software Upgrade/Maintenance
The Isilon storage array hasn’t been rebooted in 4 years. EMC needs to perform multiple rolling reboots, coupled with
firmware and OneFS upgrades. Total expected time to complete is 8.5-9 hours. The group decided it would be worth
developing a plan for a read-only system during that downtime. Hoover will outline the possibilities in a document that
will be reviewed at the next meeting.
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Jobs & Reports
1) UnTARing legacy resources – Triggs has been working with Yu to generate technical metadata for untarred
legacy archival files using a shared class in WMS. During that investigation it was uncovered that the shared
class doesn’t support an older technical metadata schema we had used. That schema was replaced several
years ago, but the technical metadata was never migrated forward. The group discussed whether we should
just abandon the old technical metadata schema and any useful information in it or migrate it and retain as
much as possible for future use. It was decided we should migrate the old technical metadata schema to the
new format. That migration will be a separate task. Any objects with TARed archival masters will be skipped for
now; until the technical metadata s migrated. We will move forward with untaring archival masters that have
technical metadata that follow the current schema.

